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1. Name of Property
James A. Banister Company Shoe Factory

historic name

other names/site number

2. Location
street & number
city or town
state

A
R

Tung-Sol Lamp Works, Inc. Factory

370-386 Orange Street

D

_N_e_w--=a_r--'-k_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

New Jersey

code

NJ

3. State/Federal Agency Certification

D

county -=c::..::.-=-=-=---_
Essex
_ __

code

013

U

not for publication

vicinity

zip code

07107

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,

I hereby certify that this _ nomination _ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for
registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements
set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion , the property _ meets __ does not meet the National Register Criteria . I recommend that this property
be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:

-

national

-

statewide

-

local

Signature of certifying officialfTitle

Date

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government
In my opinion, the property _

meets _

does not meet the National Register criteria .

Signature of commenting official

Date

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tri bal Government

Title

4. National Park Service Certification
I hereby certify that this property is:
_

entered in the National Register

_

determined eligible for the National Register

_

determined not eligible for the National Register

_

removed from the National Register

_

other (explain :)

Signature of the Keeper

Date of Action
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Ownership of Property

Category of Property

Number of Resources within Property

(Check as many boxes as apply.)

(Check only one box.)

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

~

private

X

public - Local

site

structure

object

Name of related multiple property listing

D

(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

INDUSTRY/manufacturing facility
INDUSTRYlindustrial storage

Noncontributing

4

1

building(s)

district

public - State
public - Federal

Contributing

buildings

------------------------------ sites
------------------------------ structures
______________________________ objects

5

------~------------~--------

Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

o

Current Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

INDUSTRY/manufacturing facility

INDUSTRY/industrial storage

7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

th

th

LATE 19 AND EARLY 20 CENTURY
AMERICAN MOVEMENT/Commercial Style

foundation:
walls:

Concrete

~~~~---------------------

Concrete
Brick

roof:

Concrete

other:
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Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance of the property. Explain contributing and noncontributing resources
if necessary. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as
its location, setting, size, and significant features .)
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The 1915 James A. Banister CompanylTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory at 370 - 386 Orange Street, City of Newark, New
Jersey consists of factory buildings and limited associated property. The most important features of the complex are the
four structures built in 1915: the main Factory Building; a Boiler Room/Engine Room Building, which was originally a free
standing structure that was attached to the Factory Building post-1989; a prominent brick Stack; and a Garage/Lab. A
building of unknown function built between 1931 and 1950 that appears to contain electrical equipment has been labeled
the High Voltage Building . All of these structures are contributing resources to the nominated property, built during the
period of significance , 1915 to 1966. A one-story concrete block addition with two truck loading bays fills the small "L"
behind the western front projecting bay. It was built between 1931 and 1950. An unadorned , flat-roofed , one-story
concrete block addition , in a modified "S" configuration , wends its way around the inner tower and two sides of the Boiler
Room/Engine Room building . Th is addition was built after 1989. The only additional structure on the property is a modern
Security Shed at the northwest corner that is considered non-contributing .
The property is basically "L" shaped , a large lot stretching south from the south side of Orange Street beginning
approximately 75 feet east of the intersection with First Street (Figure 1). The eastbound lanes of the 1-280 viaduct,
supported on concrete piers, pass close by the northwest corner of the property and of the Factory Building , straddling
Orange Street below (Photo 1). The right-of-way of the former Morris Canal, which has been adapted for use by the
Newark Light Rail system tracks , delineates the eastern boundary of the property. New construction has delineated the
property to the south , with the completion of the Newark Light Rail. The fac;ade of the Factory Building is on Orange
Street, and its long "L" extends to the rear parallel to First Street. The long, low, single-story, shed-roofed , five-bay brick
Garage/Lab sits along the west property boundary. To the north of the Garage/Lab in the northwest corner of the property
is the circa-1960, smaller single story, flat-roofed concrete block Security Shed. Located a few feet from the west
elevation of the main building is the stepped, two-story/one-story, flat-roofed, brick High Voltage Building. The one-story
brick Boiler Room/Engine Room bUilding was oniginally freestanding within the "L" on the east side of the Factory Building ,
but is now connected to the latter by additions. The tall , large-firebrick Stack stands adjacent to the east side of the Boiler
Room/Engine Room building .

D

Interior access to the buildings was denied by the present owner. The building descriptions are of visible exteriors
supplemented in a few particulars by information from insurance maps and articles.
Narrative Description
Factory Building

The Factory Building is seven bays east-west along the Orange Street fac;ade by fourteen bays north-south (including a
tower bay at the south end) . It is an asymmetrical "L" in plan, with the long leg extending along the west side but offset
from the front corner. The north leg of the "L" is three bays deep. There is a slight, barely discernable angle in the west
elevation between the third and fourth bays, so that the two legs of the "L" are not quite perpendicular. The main structure
is four stories high, plus a basement that extends partially above grade. Due to the sloping property, the east and south
elevations in particular reveal the basement level with at-grade ingress/egress and the east side of the building appears as
five full stories in historic views. A one-bay by one-bay flat-roofed rear tower, at the southern end of the long side of the
"L," rises six stories ("basement" plus five stories) from grade. A two-bay (east-west) by one-bay (north-south) flat-roofed
tower of like construction occupies the inner corner of the "L" and also extends one story higher than the main mass.
Construction of the main structure is of cast in place, steel-reinforced concrete. The building consists of concrete floors,
supported by square concrete piers and, presumably, interior square concrete columns. It was originally finished with
brick-in-common-bond curtain walls with low brick knee walls capped by concrete coping/sills enclosed above with multi
pane extruded steel windows with steel-reinforced glass. The exterior has been significantly altered , most importantly
through removal of many orig inal windows and extensive in-filling with concrete block as described below.
See Continuation Sheets, Pages 1 through 3
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria

Areas of Significance

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing .)

Industry
Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

Architecture

Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.

A
R

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master. or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.

Property has yielded , or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

D

Criteria Considerations

(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:
A

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years .

T
F

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Period of Significance

1915-1966

Significant Dates

1915 (built)

1935 (sold to Tung-SOl)

Significant Person

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

N/A

Cultural Affiliation
N/A

Architect/Builder
Smith, Frank Hill

Period of Significance Uustification)
The James A. Banister CompanyfTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory was constructed in 1915. Its period of significance
includes the tenures of the Banister firm (1915 through 1934) and the Tung-Sol firm (1935 through 1966).
Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary)
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The 1915 James A . Banister CompanyfTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory is significant in the history of American industry
both for the important Newark manufacturing companies that it housed from 1915 through 1966 and for its exemplification
of key elements of a specific type of industrial loft design that was adopted in the US in the 191 Os. It is significant at the
national, state, and local levels. The factory complex is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under
Criterion A in the area of industry. It was built for the James A. Banister Company, a leader in Newark's shoemaking
industry with a national market and reputation . The Banister family had a decades-long history of producing high-end
shoes for men and boys in their successive Newark factories, marketing their 1920s products with the slogan "Since 1845
the choice of gentlemen" (Figure 5). The longevity of the Banister firm - it survived the general eclipse of Newark's shoe
production by New England manufacturers - is attributable to its cultivation of a niche market along with both the existence
of a skilled workforce in Newark and the city's prominence in leather production. The firm did not survive the Great
Depression, however, and after 20 years in the Orange Street factory Banister was bought out by the Massachusetts
based Stetson Shoe Company (which continued to make the much-admired Banister brand). In 1935 the factory was
acquired by Tung-Sol Lamp Works , a nationally-prominent developer and manufacturer of automotive electric bulbs and
radio tubes, and that firm continued to operate here through 1966. The consecutive tenure of these two firms at the
Orange Street factory reflects a significant transformation in the industrial base of New Jersey, with Banister representing
th
a consumer good for which production had been industrialized in the 19 century and Tung-Sol representing 20 th -century
electrical and communications technology. The factory is eligible for listin~ in the National Register of Historic Places
under Criterion C as a good local example of an important type of early 20 h-century American industrial loft called a
"daylight factory, " utilizing reinforced concrete construction with exterior brick faced curtain walls filled by large expanses of
steel-sash windows. The latter provided ample light and ventilation to the factory floor, a feature that was of particular
importance for the type of fine machine- and hand-work that would have characterized operations at both Banister and
Tung-Sol. The factory was designed by Frank Hill Smith, a prolific engineer who specialized in the construction of
industrial buildings throughout the eastern United States and was an early innovator in the use of reinforced concrete in
the U.S. Despite the removal of many of the windows, compromising the appearance of the James A. Banister
CompanyfTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory, the property, building and site retain features sufficient to convey its industrial
history and original design and construction , giving it integrity of location, design, materials, feeling, and association .

D

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance .)
Criterion A
Area of Significance: Industry

The Orange Street factory was the home of two important manufacturing companies. The first , the James A. Banister
Company, for which the factory was built in 1915, was a leader in the Newark footwear industry. Newark had been a
shoemaking center since the 1790s, and the basis of that industry was leather production . Tanning was already important
in the Newark area by the end of the 1ih century, but it was the invention and improvement of "patent" leather by Seth
Boyden in the 1820s that drove the city's rise to national prominence in the production of finished leather and leather
products. Though Newark's shoe industry was set back by the Panic of 1837 and eclipsed in the second half of the
century by the growth of New England shoe production, the local leather industry continued to supply a smaller but still
healthy footwear sector and skilled shoemakers continued to be available in the city.
The Banister family was among the founding generation of the era of industrialized shoemaking in Newark, and the
Banister Company remained a local industry leader for many decades. Isaac Banister, the son and grandson of
shoemakers, started the family's Newark business in 1844 and would obtain several patents associated with shoe
manufacturing in the ensuing decades as the company grew. His son James gradually took over the business, formed a
partnership with Lyman Tichnor after the Civil War, and became sole proprietor when Tichnor died in 1881 . The company,
and James A. Banister in particular, were typically cited among Newark's industrial luminaries. As Joseph F. Folsom wrote
in 1925 in The Municipalities of Essex County. 1666-1924, "no man did more than James A. Banister to win world-wide
recognition of the American shoe product."
See Continuation Sheets, Pages 4 through 6
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See Continuation Sheets, Pages 6 through 12

9_ Major Bibliographical References

Bibliography (Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form.)

See Continuation Sheets, Pages 13 through 16
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):

Primary location of additional data:

preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been
requested)
__previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National Register
designated a National Historic Landmark
--recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #_ _ _ __
_ _recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # _ _ __
recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey #

x State Historic Preservation Office
__Other State agency
Federal agency
__Local government
__University
Other
Name of repository:

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned):
10. Geographical Data
Acreage of Property

----'-1=.2=-=6--=-5_ _ _---,---_ _

(Do not include previously listed resource acreage.)

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation shee!.)

18N
Zone

568742
Easting

4511386
Northing

3
4

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)
Block 1882/ Lot 37 in the City of Newark, NJ
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.)
The present block and lot correspond to the original factory property.
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11. Form Prepared By
name/title

Richard L. Porter, Rob Tucher, Jean Howson

organization

The RBA Group Cultural Resource Unit

street & number

date

A
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7 Campus Drive, Suite 300

T
F

2014

telephone

973-946-5600

city or town -'--P.=rs
a:. . : :..:JipCJP::. .:ac..:.n'-'-y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ --=s-=.:ta::..:tc=.e_..:..N..:.:J=--_ _--=z:.:.rip=-=..co=-d:::ce=--..::0..:..7c=.0c=.54..:......__
e-mail

rporter@rbagroup.com

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form :
•

D

Maps: A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all
photographs to this map.
•

Continuation Sheets

•

Additional items: (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items.)

Photographs:

Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels at 300 ppi (pixels per inch)
or larger. Key all photographs to the sketch map.

Property Owner:
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.)

name

Domino Manufacturing Corporation

street & number
city or town

370-386 Orange Street

Newark

--~~-----------------------------------------

telephone

973-482-6418

state -=....:N:.=.J_ _ _:::zi1:.p....:c:..::o-=d.=,e_0_7_1_0;.,;.7~_ _

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq .).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18 hours per response including time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.
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Narrative Description
(continued from page 3 of form)

The north fa9ade on Orange Street (Photo 2) has a centered entrance with one (visible) exterior bluestone step up. It can
only be surmised that, within, a half-flight of stairs provides access to the first floor, since the front door is located at street
level and enters the building through the partially exposed basement level. The entrance is obscured by a commercial
steel roll-up security gate with side tracks. The bay within which the main entrance is mounted is entirely form-poured
concrete with impressed panels, pilasters, and molding and possibly a transom , but much is boarded and covered . The
six other bays on the first floor, three to each side, have concrete knee walls approximately 5' in height above the
sidewalk (though the walk slopes downward slightly towards the east so the knee walls are higher in that direction),
topped by concrete coping/sills, with concrete-block fill where there were once street-side windows (Figure 3). The
second to fourth floors have short brick knee wa'lls rather than the concrete of the first floor level. This would have
provided for a street presentation predominated by glass panes in steel frames as seen only at the fourth floor level today,
underscored by brick or concrete (at the first floor only) knee walls, supported by visible load -bearing poured concrete
floors and columns. First, second and third floor windows were replaced by concrete block infill at some point in the
building's evolution.
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Specifically, it appears that the Orange Street fa9ade window removal and replacement was undertaken in three different
episodes. The first floor windows have been replaced by one type of concrete block, those on the second floor by another
type of block with modern single aluminum sliding windows in most bays , and those on the third floor by older painted
concrete blocks (though in one case the brick knee wall has been removed also). In the westernmost bay the original brick
knee wall and windows remain . The fourth floor remains original , with a full line of brick knee walls and original steel
frame windows, though many panes have been broken and few filled with non-glass replacements.
To the east and west, the end bays around the corners from the Orange Street fa9ade consist of decorative brick inlay in
solid brick curtain walls on the second through fourth floors (Photo 1, Photo 3). This appears to be the original treatment,
despite being depicted with windows in one historic view (Figure 3) - the depiction of the building from 1920 in an
advertisement for Fenestra Steel WindoWalls shows the brick inlay on these bays, with windows on only the first floor
(Figure 2) . This west front corner of the b uilding housed stairs. Today the first floor east end bay is filled in with concrete
block (Photo 3). The first floor west end bay appears to be original brick but is unadorned with the inlays seen on upper
floors (Photo 1). A more robust form-poured concrete cornice with concrete brackets is found above the fa9ade and end
bays (Photo 4) . A concrete form-poured cornice , simpler than at the front , without brackets, encircles the rest of the roof.
The rest of the building, exclusive of the towers, has also had the majority of original widows removed on all but the top
floor. The basement level on the east elevation and the south elevation of the front main block is obscured within the "L"
by a concrete-block addition or has been converted over to multiple secure, steel roll-up truck bays (Photo 6, Photo 7) .
The first and second floor window openings on the east side are mostly filled with modern , unpainted concrete blocks, and
the third floor is filled with older painted concrete block (Photo 3, Photo 5, Photo 6) . While the southernmost bay of the
main structure on the east elevation (next to the rear tower) appears to be quite different, its treatment also consists of
concrete block infill where curtain windows were originally inserted above brick knee walls ; in this section most of the knee
walls have been removed, the bays have been filled with concrete block , and the entire bay, both south and east sides,
has been painted white (Photo 11, Photo 12). There is evidence that the first floor along much of the west elevation had,
at one point, curtain walls and windows as per the rest of the building where grade allowed. Above , original windows
remain on the second floor within bays six through eleven (counting north to south) on the west elevation (Photo 14,
Photo 20) . There are also instances where bays are filled with wood framing open to the elements and plywood applied
from the interior, or where concrete blocking was evidently applied in a separate episode from the rest of that story, and
cases where aluminum sliding windows have been mounted in the curtain walls . The third floor above th is has been
entirely bricked, with a small casement window placed in most bays .
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The entire fourth floor is nearly original (Photo 2, Photo 20) , with the exception of the south -facing elevation on the front
main block (Photo 7). There are numerous broken windowpanes but this floor is still endowed with knee walls and full
width steel frame windows and provides a good representation of what the building once was throughout all of its floors .
The towers appear to be mostly original and free of modification . Insurance maps beginning in 1931 (Figure 6) indicate
that the south tower always housed stairs in the west half and W .C.s (water closets) in the east half, and the inner tower
housed , from west to east, two elevators, stairs, and two W .C.s per floor. Both towers are six floors high (exposed
basement level plus first to fifth) and are capped by flat roofs . The windows and doors of the exposed basement level of
the rear (south) tower have been blocked closed but otherwise this tower is well preserved and highly original , at least in
comparison to the main building mass (Photo 13, Photo 15, Photo 16). Each bay on the first through fourth floors of the
east elevation has one centrally-located eight-pane casement window mounted high in the brick curtain wall. Each bay on
the first through fourth floors of the south and west sides of the tower (Photo 13 , Photo 16) has two high mounted six
pane casement windows. The top floor on the east and south sides of the tower has brick knee walls and steel framed
ribbon windows (Photo 17). This fenestration is clearly shown in a 1954 photograph of the Tung-Sol factory (Figure 8) .
On the west elevation, the top floor has a decorative inlaid brick curtain wall and no windows (Photo 18, Photo 19),
matching the front end bays described above. The north side of the rear tower has two casement windows (as partially
seen in Photo 20 and aerial photograph interpretation) . The tower at the inner corner of the "L," which is two bays wide
east-to-west, is obscured at the basement and partial first floor levels by the concrete block addition (Photo 6) . On the
south elevation on the second through fifth floors of the inner tower there are two high-mounted steel, six- or eight-pane
casements per bay (one of these windows on the second floor has been moved and replaced with what appears to be
metal louvers). The east-facing fifth-floor curtain wall has been removed and enclosed with wood framing and plywood
applied from the interior (Photo 7) . Because the two legs of the "L" of the main front building mass are not quite
perpendicular, the tower inside the "L" is actually slightly wider north to south at the west end than at its east side, making
it slightly trapezoidal rather than rectangular in plan.
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The main building's flat roof, based on aerial photograph interpretation (Figure 1), appears to consist of built-up tar
surrounded by a very low, plain parapet. The front section has a slightly higher parapet but the roof is entirely one level.
It has six gabled skylights interspersed evenly along the centerlines of the roof expanse. In addition to the skylights and
the top floors of the towers, the expanse of the roof is also broken by a flat-roofed cupola, which is located over one of the
building 's concrete support piers along the east rear elevation midway between the "L" and the southern end . It is
therefore probably not an elevator motor room above a shaft , because of its position at a support, but the cupola 's use is
otherwise unknown.
Two sets of exterior steel stairs are positioned within the setback located behind the eastern-most projecting bay at the
northeast corner of the building (Photo 5, Photo 8). The stairs cannot be seen from in front of the building on the street
because they are tucked into the projecting front. They rise in a northerly direction along the eastern elevation of the
rearward section of the forward "L" and terminate, one on top of the other, in landings mounted within the corner. The
shorter rises to the first floor and above it, the longer, with corrugated steel canopy above and a short landing at the first
floor level, provides access to the second floor only. The stairs lead to two steel doors, which seem to be the only
currently functional personal entrances to the building .
Boiler Room/Engine Room Building
The Boiler Room/Engine Room Building was originally freestanding but is currently attached to the main Factory Building
via a modified "S"-shaped addition (which obscures the north and west elevations on the lower two floors) (Photo 10,
Photo 6) . The Boiler Room/Engine Room building has an "L" plan, with three interior rooms . The north side of the north
south leg housed the Engine Room and the south side the Boiler Room (Figure 6). The west leg of the "L" was a separate
room with unknown function . The building is brick-in-common bond. It has what appears to be a flat roof but its non
continuous sheet aluminum coping obscures roof features or possibly damage to the roof line or detailing along a parapet.
A number of feet below the roofline is a brick rowlock course, followed by an expanse of four rough brick courses that
indicate removal of a decorative frieze or other architectural elaboration, and then a course of stretcher bricks. Each bay
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is dominated by a recessed brick panel (Photo 10). Each panel is topped with a lintel consisting of a course of header
bricks and three courses of stretcher brick corbelling. Windows and doors were once mounted within the panels but they
are now filled in with concrete block. The foundation is brick.
One historic view of the James A . Banister factory (published in 1925) depicts a rectangular building in the position of the
Boiler Room/Engine Room Building , with a second rectangular building standing to its south (Fig ure 3) . There is no
indication of this building to the south in the 1920 depiction (Figure 2), on a 1926 map (Figure 4) or on Sanborn maps from
1931 on (Figures 6 and 7). The Sanborn maps indicate the Boiler Room/Engine Room Building had an "L" plan.
Stack

A prominent Stack stands adjacent to the east of the Boiler Room/Engine Room Building (Photo 13). It is approximately
10 feet in diameter at base and approximately 110 feet in height. The structure is basically free standing, and has an
octagonal concrete base with 45 degree bevels that slope down from the brick of the stack to base walls (Photo 9) . The
firebricks used in its construction are larger than standard and are tightly mortared. The only feature on the stack is found
on its west side; a protruding brick collar connected to steel ductwork that cut into the east wall of the Boiler Room/Engine
Room Building through brick corbelling. The ductwork is substantial, extending from door header height to near roofline .
The stack can be seen from many vantage points around the neighborhood.
Garage/Lab

D

The Garage/Lab, positioned to the west of the High Voltage Building and the Main Building , is a symmetrical, six-bay,
single-story brick-in-common bond structure facing east, with a rearward slanting shed roof surrounded by sheet steel
coping (Photo 22) . It has two very wide and open end bays and four narrower bays between, separated by five equivalent
brick columns. The three southern-most of the four central bays are mostly open, with newer brick knee walls topped by
concrete coping, with indications that they used to be enclosed with large windows. These might have been extruded
steel frame windows, in keeping with the typical type for the site. The fourth center bay to the north has been filled two
thirds of the way with brick, within which a central pedestrian door and transom have been mounted . All of the bays have
soldiered brick headers. The two flanking wide bays show evidence of having had sliding doors and associated steel
track hardware. These openings have been narrowed slightly with fairly recent concrete block fill. The interior is filled
with refuse, including many 55-gallon drums. The building has a concrete slab foundation. Original to the complex, the
building was labeled as a garage on the 1931 insurance map but evidently had been converted for use as a lab during the
Tung-Sol tenure, reflecting the company's emphasis on research and development at its factory.
"High Voltage Building"

The so-called High Voltage Building is located just three feet from the west elevation of the larger rear wing , adjacent to
the fifth and sixth bays from the south end (Photo 21) . It is labeled as High Voltage, in the absence of engineering plans
and interior access, from the numerous and wide gauge electrical conduit tethers that are strung between it and the main
building . Historic maps give no indication of function. It is brick-in-common bond throughout, with a concrete flat roof.
The northern bay is two stories tall and the southern bay is one story. It has a slight single story projection to the north of
the northern bay. The building's only features, other than the conduit that connects it to the main building, include a steel
south-facing pedestrian door, a nine-pane extruded steel frame window in the southern elevation at second floor level, two
wind-generated vents on the roof of the southern bay, and a cyclone fence along the western roof line of the second floor.
The foundation is concrete slab. This building was constructed between 1931 and 1950.
Security Shed

The Security Shed is a modern, concrete block building and is non-contributing .
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Narrative Statement of Significance
(continued from page 5 of form)

The Banister line (which comprised exclusively men's and boys' footwear) was distinctly up-market, and the company
came to enjoy a national reputation for high-quality products in a crowded field. Attention to fit, craftsmanship, and use of
fine and specialty leathers (including, of course, Newark's famous patent leather) were touted in advertisements and
reviews. Banister shoes collected honors at national and international exhibitions from the 1870s through the early 20 th
century. The brand continued to be made through the 1960s (by a subsequent company), and continues to evoke
nostalgic praise among those who recall the superior quality of "Banisters" (High-Grade Footwear for Men and Boys 1914;
magazine-advertisements.com ; styleforum.net).
James A. Banister died in 1906. but the company named for him continued to expand under his sons' management
through 1915, when the new, state-of-the-art factory was built on Orange Street. The selection of a "daylight factory"
design by Frank Hill Smith, characterized above all by its window walls , may have been influenced by the firm's emphasis
on fine workmanship. In keeping with its promotion of a high-end product that was only partially machine-made, with
much of the sewing and finishing work done by hand, the firm was quick to adopt the newer factory design that provided
maximum and inexpensive natural light at the benches of its higher-paid workmen (Figure 2) (Hearings Before a
Subcommittee ... 1914).

D

The Orange Street factory was the last home of the Banister family's five-generation shoemaking business, three
generations of which operated in Newark, and it is the only surviving building associated with the firm. The James A.
Banister Company, like the city's shoe industry in general, failed to survive the Great Depression, and it was acquired by
the Stetson Shoe Company of Massachusetts in 1934.
The James A. BanisterlTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory represents an industry. leather and leather products, that was vital
to Newark's development and that was more famously associated with the city than any other in the period of American
industrialization. The only National Register listed industrial buildings in Newark represent two of the city's other key late
th
th
19 -early 20 -century industries, varnish (Murphy Varnish Works) and jewelry (Tiffany & Co. Factory). Leather is not
represented by any listed properties in the city or by any other properties that have been determined to be eligible for
listing .
th

Footwear had been one of Newark's important industries of the "long 19 century," fueled by ballooning consumer
demand and a ready workforce continuously supplemented by immigrants, but major transformations in New Jersey's
industrial profile were already under way by the time Banister's Orange Street factory was built, and the facility would be
acquired in 1935 by a company that took the lead in two distinctively 20 th -century industries. Tung-Sol Lamp Works was
by that time a nationally-prominent developer and manufacturer of automotive electric bulbs and of an even newer
technology product, radio tubes.
Tung-Sol and its precursor, the Howard Miniature Lamp Company (founded by Harvey Harper in 1904). were significant
th
innovators and leaders in the production of miniature light bulbs for automobile headlights in the early 20 century.
Battery-powered carbon-filament electric lamps for autos were pioneered by Harper. After the invention of tungsten wire
revolutionized lamp-making in 1912, he moved into production using the new material, and formed "Tung-Sol Lamp
Works" (named for tungsten and "sol" as in sun) in 1917, incorporating the firm in 1924. Tung-Sol developed a headlight
bulb with two filaments, one for high candlepower for open-road driving and one for lower candlepower to accommodate
oncoming drivers - essentially the high and low beams of today's headlights. Tung-Sol's other key contribution to
automobile development was the bulb for the directional flasher.
At the time they acquired the Orange Street factory, Tung-Sol had also begun to produce the radio tubes that evolved into
the internationally-known , and still extant, Tung-Sol brand. The tubes were supplied to the new radio and television
industries, to the military, and to manufacturers of advanced electronic devices. A specialty was vibration-tested tubes 
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delicate enough to reproduce sound with high fidelity but strong enough to withstand severe vibrations - which were first
developed for military applications.
Tung-Sol's products required precision workmanship, which probably accounts for the company's selection of the old
Banister factory when they needed to expand operations in 1935 - the light afforded by the windows and the narrow
structure, which had served the shoemakers well , would have been equally important for a wholly different but equally
delicate production line. The factory employed over 1,000 operatives, mainly women, to produce light bulbs and tubes,
and also served as a research and development lab . Expansion was rapid in response to a growing market, and by 1954,
Tung-Sol had several other factories in addition to the Orange Street facility, both in New Jersey and in Pennsylvania, and
was worth $40 million. The firm's profits declined in the 1960s however, evidently due to managerial as well as market
changes, and the company would be absorbed by Wagner Electric in 1966.

Criterion C
Area of Significance: Architecture

D

A
R

When it was built in 1915, the James A. Banister Company shoe factory on Orange Street was a variation of a new type of
industrial loft sometimes called a "daylight factory." The term came into use in the 191 Os to describe a factory building,
often of reinforced concrete construction, where the walls were filled in with steel-sash windows in order to provide light to
the manufacturing floors. Reinforced concrete construction began to proliferate in American factories between 1905 and
1910. It was exceptionally strong, fast and relatively inexpensive to construct, and essentially fireproof - the
nonconductive concrete protected the imbedded steel, preserving the building's structural integrity in case of fire. The
construction process involved placing steel reinforcing rods in forms; pouring concrete into the forms imbedding the steel;
allowing the concrete to set; moving the forms; attaching new steel rods to those already in place; and pouring again. A
building was thus "cast" as a single entity. One of the most important features of reinforced concrete buildings was their
ability to support exterior curtain walls largely taken up by windows - in fact, this type of construction nearly doubled the
amount of wall space that could be turned over to windows. Natural light was better and less expensive than artificial
light, and windows also provided ventilation. In factories where hand work as well as fine machine work was performed,
windows were particularly important. Steel window sash became standard around 1910, and combined with reinforced
concrete construction the virtually-fireproof factory with "window walls" of continuous sash was born (Bradley 1999: 155
156,161,172-173,261).
The Banister factory was designed by one of the foremost proponents of reinforced concrete in the 191 Os,
architect/engineer Frank Hill Smith, who had offices in Dayton and New York. Smith was extremely prolific, specializing in
industrial buildings and completing over 1,000 projects throughout the eastern U.S. between 1912 and 1960. His early
embrace of both reinforced concrete and window wall construction are illustrated in the 1915 Banister factory. Smith's
use of steel-sash "WindoWalls" (a product name as well as a design feature) was especially noteworthy at the time
(Figure 2). The Banister company prided itself and marketed its product on hand-craftsmanship rather than purely
machine production , and lighting the workspace would have been an important concern. Along with the windows, the
configuration of the Banister building was doubtless determined by the need to provide light for precision work - the front
portion was three bays deep, and benefited from superior northern light, and the long wing of the "L" was only three quite
narrow bays wide, allowing maximum light to penetrate into the interior of the shop floor. Typically, hand work and fine
machine work was done at benches placed along windows, and the Banister configuration would have been ideal for the
shoemakers. Frank Hill Smith's 1913 Excelsior shoe factory in Ohio had a very similar configuration (see below). A 1916
Handbook of Shoe Factory Engineering published by the United Shoe Machinery Company of Boston set forth
characteristics of "An Ideal Shoe Factory," including a long, narrow configuration with as many windows as possible, with
the top floor used for cutting and upper fitting, the second floor for lasting and making, and the street floor for finishing,
dressing, and packing, and the basement for stock fitting, sole leather cutting, and storage (United Shoe Machinery
Company 1916).
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The James A. Banister CompanylTung-Sol Lamp Works factory has undergone substantial exterior alteration , mainly
through removal of original windows and blocking up of former openings with cinder block, with small casement windows
installed in the blocked-up bays. Original widows are extant on the top floor and within six of the second -floor bays on the
west elevation . The main Factory Building retains its original form and scale, with relatively minor additions. The original
Boiler Room/Engine Room Building , Garage/Lab, and Stack , are all in place, providing a good sense of the overall
configuration factory property. The setting was altered first by the closing of the Morris Canal not long after the factory
opened, and later by the construction of 1-280 and associated ramps, which disrupted the original streetscape and
somewhat obscured the north facade. Otherwise the immediate neighborhood remains mixed industrial , commercial , and
th
residential , as it was in the early 20 century, with Branch Brook Park still stretching northward across Orange Street and
an associated playground sited on the south side of Orange to the east of the factory.
The Banister factory was one of three similar shoe factories designed by architect Frank Hill Smith in this period - the
1913 Excelsior Shoe Company factory in Portsmouth , OH and the 1916 Garside & Sons shoe factory in Long Island City,
NY were the other two . Both are also still standing. The former Excelsior Shoe factory (1913) in Portsmouth , OH , has
had massive additions (though designed so as to fit well with the original appearance) but displays excellent preservation
of much of the original exterior, including brick curtain walls in excellent condition ; a decorative frieze at the top floor;
intact window walls; and the stack still bearing the name "Excelsior Shoe Co." It is still a factory , and still in the shoe
business as Sole Choice, Inc., formerly Mitche"ace, Inc., a major manufacturer of shoelaces and shoe-care products.
The A. Garside & Sons factory (1916) in Long Island City, Queens, NY , has been recently renovated and now contains
commercial and office space. The main factory building is intact. The curtain walls and all of the original window areas
have been retained but the windows are replacements. In 2008, prior to the renovation, the A. Garside & Sons factory
was assessed as eligible for inclusion in the National Register, meeting Criteria A and C (Fortugno et a!. 2008) .

D

The only other Newark building designed by Frank Hill Smith is the Eagle-Picher Lead Company building on Blanchard
Street at the Passaic River. The main industrial loft structure, built in the 1912-1919 period, is still stand ing , though in
severe disrepair. The building is a massive rectangular block, built with reinforced concrete and utilizing the same basic
structural principles, including window wa'lls, as Smith's other factories of the period. Original windows, most broken , are
in place. Smith's other New Jersey projects of the 1912-1919 period included one each in Irvington (the Gould &
Eberhardt machine shop and power plant), Passaic (the Passaic Cotton Mills plant) , and Avenel (the Steel Equipment
Corporation furniture plant).
The James A. Banister CompanylTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory, while in disrepair compared to the other surviving Smith
shoe factories of the period and despite having suffered the filling of a large percentage of window areas with concrete
block, nevertheless provides an important Newark example of the factory type and of Smith's work . Because it has had
only minor additions, it represents the original scale of the factory better than the Excelsior example, and the retention of
th
the Boiler Room/Engine Room, Garage/Lab, and Stack evoke an early 20 -century factory better than the A. Garside &
Sons example. Fina"y, it is important to reiterate that the James A. Banister CompanylTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory
represents an industry with particular significance in the history of Newark.

Developmental history/additional historic context information
th

On May 14 , 1914 the James A. Banister Company of Newark acquired a former coal yard in that city that was bounded
on the north by Orange Street, east by the Morris Canal, and west by First Street (Essex County Deed M54 324). On May
8, 1915, it was reported that "Frank Hill Smith, engineer .... has completed plans for a 4-sty. reinforced concrete factory ... at
370-386 Orange st. for Jas. A. Banister" (Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide 1915), and that bids were being sought
for the construction of the said "reinforced concrete and brick shoe factory" and associated power house (The American
th
Contractor 1915). On May 15 , it was noted that the construction of the building's foundations had commenced (The
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American Contractor 1915), and on February 5 , 1916 the James A. Banister Company announced that it had finished
moving into their new factory (Newark, N.J. Notices 1916).
The innovative design of the new Banister factory was featured in American Shoemaking a few months later. It was noted
that "The Banister Shoe Co's new factory in Newark, N.J., recently completed, is of the very latest design and construction
and was erected according to a new method of procedure promulgated by Frank Hill Smith , Inc., Engineers, New York
City and Dayton , Ohio." Smith had built a very similar facility for the Excelsior Shoe Company in Portsmouth, Ohio in
1913, and another shoe factory for the A. Garside & Sons Company in Long Island City, New York was under construction
in 1916. The Smith concern was well respected in the shoe industry, with the company's engineers credited for working
very closely with the individual owners to design plants appropriate to their specific needs. (New System of Factory
Construction 1916; Houk 2001) .
Several years later an advertisement for "Fenestra Steel Windowalls ," manufactured by the Detroit Steel Products
Company, touted their use in industrial buildings to allow light and air to reach work spaces, "as exemplified in its highest
development in the Banister Shoe Factory, at Newark, N.J." (Figure 2) (Detroit Steel Products Company 1920). The "Jas.
A. Bannister Co. " factory complex was depicted within the atlas of Newark published in 1926, with the main building , the
power house and chimney, and a garage all represented (Figure 4) . The complex was also depicted in greater detail on
fire insurance mapping produced in 1931 , again with the main building (a large four-story fireproof structure with a
concrete frame , concrete floors and roof, brick-faced tile curtain walls, and the above noted windows completed in 1915),
the power house (consisting of an engine room and boiler house) , and the single-story garage represented (Figure 6; the
small cement storage building and cell vault to the south of the main building are no longer extant) .
Frank Hill Smith

D

rd

Francis (Frank) Fay Hill Smith was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts on June 3 , 1879 as the son of Francis (Frank) Hill
Smith and his wife Clara Fay Smith (Births Registered in the City of Boston During the Year 1879). The elder Smith
(1842-1904) was a well-known artist who was active in the Boston area as both a painter and a decorator of building
interiors. The infant Smith was listed in the federal census of 1880 within the household headed by his father (who was
enumerated as a 38-year old "Fresco Painter") and shared by his mother, his older brother and sister, and two servants.
The family was recorded as residing at 130 Mount Vernon Street in a house that was decoratively altered by the elder
Smith and is known today as the Sunflower House (United States Census of Massachusetts 1880) (Old Boston Streets
1882 ; Champlin 1913; White 1971 ; Houk 2001 ; Reed 2007;
http://beesfirstappearance.wordpress.com/2012/1 0/25/beacon-hill).
Frank Hill Smith the younger attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but did not graduate. His first
employment was in the motive power department of the Pennsylvania Railroad in Columbus, Ohio. He subsequently
relocated to Dayton, Ohio, with his marriage to Elizabeth Lowe of that city in 1906 certainly playing a role in that move.
Smith was able to rapidly establish himself in Dayton as a mechanical engineering conSUltant, with the influence and
connections of the locally prominent lowe family (see below) providing significant support. Francis F.H . Smith was listed
in the federal census of 1910 as a 30-year old mechanical engineer residing with his wife Elizabeth, their two children, and
a nurse in a rented house in Oakwood, an affluent suburb of Dayton (United States Census of Ohio 1910). Smith built his
own home, a large dwelling sited very close to the Dayton Country Club, in Oakwood in the following year. He continued
to live in Oakwood (United States Census of Ohio 1920; 1930; 1940 - he was listed variously as an engineer and as an
architect) and worked primarily from his Dayton offices until the time of his death in 1963. He was buried alongside his
father in the family plot in Mount Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts (White 1971 ; Houk 2001) .
In his work life Smith had moved quickly into a specialization in the construction of industrial buildings, with his business
expanding throughout the eastern United States . With offices in both Dayton and New York City, he established himself
as a noted architect/engineer/builder and an early leader and innovator in the use of reinforced concrete in his various
projects. His concrete-framed buildings were robust and durable, fireproof, quick to construct, and allowed for large
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window openings that provided ample light and ventilation to working floors . In 1916, shortly after the completion of the
Banister project, Smith formed the firm of Frank Hill Smith, Inc. to house his various development and construction
activities - in 1926 he incorporated the associated Hillsmith & Company to handle engineering and construction, with the
older firm thereafter focusing solely on real estate development (White 1971 ; Houk 2001) .

A
R

In 1917 Smith was made the President of the Dayton Hydraulic Company, a position he would hold until the time of his
death . This company had been incorporated in 1845 and completed a raceway in Dayton that provided developable
water power sites along its banks and also served as a water source for the Miami and Erie Canal , into which it emptied .
The company had been established by Horatio G. Phillips, the great-grandfather of Elizabeth Lowe Smith, and it had
remained in the family. Frank Hill Smith succeeded his father-in-law Houston Lowe at the helm . Real estate development
was a key component of this company's activities from the start, as both land and water power rights along the race were
sold or leased to industrial concerns. With the abandonment of the race in 1930, the company focused solely on real
property ventures. Smith's design/build business benefitted immensely from his association with the Dayton Hydraulic
Company, providing him with construction projects from the time of his arrival in Dayton . The pursuits of Frank Hill Smith ,
Inc.lHillsmith & Company were not limited to Smith's adopted place of residence , of course, as the firms would go on to
design and build more than 1,000 industrial, commercial , and institutional buildings throughout the United States (White
1971 ; Houk2001) .

D

James A. Banister Company

The City of Newark was ultimately able to establish a reputation as one of the leading centers of boot and shoe
manufacturing in the United States, and the Banister family was among the city's leaders in that industry during the
th
th
second half of the 19 century and the first quarter of the 20 century. The family's presence in Newark commenced with
the arrival of Isaac Banister (1803-1885) and his family in 1841. Banister, a native of Orange County, New York, was
trained in the shoemaking trade by his father Elijah Bannister (Isaac dropped the second n) , who supplemented his
income as an agriculturalist with part-time work as a shoemaker. The younger Banister married Cynthia Baird (1799
1887) c. 1827 and adopted the shoemaking trade as his full-time occupation, operating shops, successively, in the village
of Mount Hope and the larger town of Middletown. He was recorded as a resident of Wallkill Township, adjacent to Mount
Hope and surrounding Middletown , in 1830 and 1840 (United States Census of New York 1830; 1840), but is said to have
encountered certain financial difficulties that prompted his removal to Newark (Newark, N.J., Illustrated 1891; Ogden
1915; Folsom 1925; Karschner 1985; www.ancestry.com) .
"Isaac Banister, shoemaker" first appeared in the Newark city directory in 1844, and th is listing would continue until 1850.
During these seven years Banister's shop was listed at six different locations, with most located in fairly close proximity to
the city's well-known intersection of Broad and Market Streets, and the business would remain in this vicinity (primarily on
Market) for a number of years. In 1847 his son William H. Ban ister first appeared in the directory, listed as a member of
his father's household and as a shoemaker (this enumeration also continued until 1850). James A. Banister, the son who
would eventually take over the business, first appeared in 1850 and was described as a "clerk" (Newark City Directories
1844-1850). The household of Isaac Banister (47 years old; shoemaker) was described in greater detail in the federal
census of 1850 and included his wife Cynthia Baird Banister (50) and their sons George (21; shoemaker) , James A. (19;
"Druggist"), and Robert (16; stone cutter). Banister's eldest son William , described as a 26-year old shoemaker, was now
married and 'living elsewhere in the city. The industrial schedule of census included an enumeration of Banister's
business, reflecting a small industrial shop that employed 18 males and 12 females doing hand work . In the previous year
the shop had utilized 1500 upper leather skins (value $1500), 1050 Japanned leather skins ($3000) , and 500 sole leather
sides to produce 20,000 boots and shoes valued at $15,000 (United States Census of New Jersey 1850).
It was James A. Banister (1831-1906) who would emerge as his father's primary partner and eventual successor in the
years leading up to the Civil War. The younger Bannister was born in Middletown and moved with his family to Newark in
1841 . As noted above, he initially worked as a druggist, first in Newark and then establishing his own drug store in
Paterson in 1851 . This latter venture was short-lived , however, as later that same year he returned to Newark and to
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working for his father. The city directory of 1851 listed the new shoe manufacturing firm of Banister & Son, which appears
to have initially consisted of Isaac Ban ister and eldest son William H. Banister, with James A Banister employed as the
company's clerk (Newark City Directory 1851). In 1852 William H. Banister had left the family business and was
employed elsewhere in the city , with George Banister now listed as his father's partner (Newark City Directory 1852).
Further change came in the following year, with George Banister no longer listed and the family business now described
as including only Isaac and James A. Banister (Newark City Directories 1853-1855) (James A. Bannister 1906; Ford
1874; Shaw 1884; Newark, N.J., Illustrated 1891; Ogden 1915; Folsom 1925; Karschner 1985).

A
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The growing influence of James A. Banister was reflected within the Newark city directory of 1856 with the listing of
James A. Banister & Company, shoe manufacturer, which consisted of the younger Banister and his father Isaac Banister
(Newark City Directories 1856-1858). In 1859 the firm name was given , perhaps more appropriately at this stage, as I. &
J.A. Banister, shoe manufacturer, with boots added to the product description in the following year (Newark City
Directories 1859-1860). The growing business was again represented within the industrial schedules of the federal
census of 1860, referred to here as "J. Banister Boots & Shoes." The firm now employed 60 male and 15 female workers ,
with sewing machines the only machinery used within the shop. In the previous year 500 dozen calf skins (valued at
$15,000) , 100 dozen goat skins ($2000),333 dozen sheep skins ($2000), and 12.5 tons sole leather ($8000) had been
processed to yield 3330 pairs of boots worth $20,000 (at an average of $6.00 per pair) and 1500 pairs of shoes valued at
$45,000 (a $30.00 per pair average) (United States Census of New Jersey 1860).

D

Varying firm names aside, it seems clear that by 1860 James A. Banister was the leading figure in the family shoe
business, with his father Isaac Banister continuing to play an important role . The younger Banister was listed in the
federal census as a 30-year old shoe manufacturer living in a rented house in Newark with his wife Lydia Birdsall Banister
(1833-1875; they had married in 1852), their two children, his wife's mother and one of her grandchildren, and a servant.
Isaac Banister (57; shoe manufacturer) lived elsewhere in Newark in a house that he owned (he had previously also been
a renter with his wife Cynthia (59) and a servant, along with a separate household that included his son George (31 ; no
occupation given), his wife , and their two children (United States Census of New Jersey 1860; James A. Bannister 1906;
Ogden 1915; Folsom 1925; www.ancestCi.com).
The Civil War brought both further growth and continuing change to the Banister family's business interests. The growth
is said to have been prompted by increased production for the federal government in support of the military effort during
the war, with change represented by the continuing reduction of the role of Isaac Banister and his eventual retirement
from the company. The firm of I. & J.A. Banister, consisting of father and son, was again recorded in 1861 (Newark City
Directory 1861), but this firm name was subsequently dropped, with both men listed together as shoe manufacturers at
same address without any company designation (Newark City Directories 1862-1863). In 1864 the company was listed as
"J.A. Banister, boots and shoes," with both men still present (Newark City Directory 1864), but in the following year an
advertisement referenced "J .A . Banister, Wholesale Manufacturer of Boots and Shoes," with Isaac Banister listed, but with
his occupation given as "buckles" (Newark City Directory 1865). The elder Banister would continue to be listed as a
buckle manufacturer through 1872 (Newark City Directories 1867-1872), after which he would be described as an
"inventor" (Newark City Directories 1873-1884). This latter description was, in fact, not an exaggeration, as Isaac Banister
was the holder of a number of patents, including four associated with shoe manufacturing (in 1851 , 1867, 1872, and, with
his son Robert B. Banister, 1881), two associated with sewing machine improvements (in 1863 and 1864), and four
associated with buckles (in 1864 [two] , 1865, and 1868) (www.qooqle.com!patents ; Ogden 1915).
With the end of the war, and the retirement of Isaac Banister, James A. Banister entered into a partnership with Lyman S.
Tichenor, who in 1860 had been recorded as a 35-year old sash and blind maker living in Newark with his family (United
States Census of New Jersey 1860). In 1867 the city directory carried an advertisement for "Banister & Tichenor,
Wholesale Manufacturers of Boots & Shoes, " and this notice continued to run through 1870 (Newark City Directories
1867-1870) . The industrial schedules compiled for the federal census in the latter year included an enumeration of the
"Banister & Tichenor Boot and Shoe Manufactory: which employed 100 male and 20 female workers (operating 10
sewing machines) , utilized raw materials that included sides of upper, sole, and other leathers, and produced 10,000 pairs
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of boots and 15,000 pairs of shoes. James A. Banister (39; boot and shoe manufacturer) owned the house in which he
was living in 1870, heading a household that consisted of his wife Lydia (36) and their six children, including their sons
James B. (10), Albert L. (6), and Arthur (8 months), all of whom would later playa role in their father's business. Lyman
S. Tichenor was now listed as a 44-year old boot and shoe manufacturer who lived with his family in a house he owned in
Newark (United States Census of New Jersey 1870) (Ford 1874; Shaw 1884; Newark. N.J .. Illustrated 1891; Ogden 1915;
Folsom 1925; Karschner 1985).
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The firm of Banister & Tichenor remained active and continued to expand during the ensuing decade (Newark City
Directories 1871-1882). In 1874 the business was described as providing work for some 200 employees, and it was
noted that Banister shoes were sold in most of the major cities in the United States. The company was gaining a
reputation as a producer of "fine" boots and shoes for the higher end of the market, and in 1873 Banister was awarded the
"Medal of Merit" at the Universal Exposition in Vienna, followed by further recognition at the Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia in 1876. In 1880 "Banister and Tichenor Boots and Shoes" was recorded as employing an average of 120
male and 25 female workers (with a maximum total of 200) . The shop had been active for 10 months out of the year, with
machinery employed now including 20 sewing machines and a small steam engine. During the year the company had
processed raw materials that included 6,500 sides sole leather and 17,500 sides upper leather (all totalling nearly
$100,000 in value) to produce 45,000 pairs of shoes (valued at $160,000) and 5000 pairs of boots (worth $40,000) (Ford
1874; Shaw 1884).

D

Lyman S. Tichnor died in 1881 , and James A. Banister became the sole proprietor of the firm. A fire destroyed the Market
Street factory in 1884, after which the company moved to a temporary facility on Mechanic Street while building a new
factory at 185-187 Washington Street on the Morris Canal (opened in 1888). This factory, like the one that would later be
built at Orange Street, was long and narrow in plan, a configuration distinctive for shoe manufacturing (Sanborn-Perris
Map Co. 1892). The James A. Banister Company was incorporated in 1892, with J.W. Denny as Agent and James B.
Banister (James A.'s eldest son) as Secretary (Leary 1893; Folsom 1925; Karschner 1985; Corporations of New Jersey
1914). Directory listings for the 185 Washington Street factory indicate an impressive workforce, from 464 in 1901 up to a
maximum of 700 by 1909, dropping back to 475 by 1915 (Industrial Directory of New Jersey, 1901-1915).
James A. Bannister died at the age of 75 on February 4, 1906, and his son James B. became president of the company.
In 1914 the firm purchased the property for a new factory on the southwest side of Orange Street, a former coal yard, and
completed their move into the new works by February of 1916.
The Newark City Directories listed James A. Banister company, shoe manufacturers, at 370 Orange Street from 1916
through 1924, with James B. as PreSident, George M. Denny as Secretary, John W. Denny as Treasurer, and Arthur C.
Banister as a salesman. Arthur C. Banister took over upon his brother James' retirement as President of the James A.
Banister Company in 1925, with George M. Denny listed as Treasurer, Frederick E. Young as Vice President, and William
A. Brown as Secretary. Ralph G. Steele would become the firm's Comptroller in 1927, and in 1928 the formal leadership
of the Banister sons would end with Young stepping into the position of President ("James A. Banister" 1906; Essex
County Deeds M54:324; Newark City Directories 1916-1931; Folsom 1925; Among the Alumni 1930).
The company would continue in operation at the Orange Street factory until its formal dissolution in 1935. During that
time the physical plant built in 1915 does not appear to have changed, though the company acquired rights to the
adjacent "Old Canal Basin" from the Morris Canal and Banking Company in 1928.
Following the First World War, the James A. Banister factory workforce decreased substantially, from 380 in 1918 to 185
(123 males and 52 females) in 1927, 80 (55 male and 25 female) in 1931 , and 78 (75 male and 3 female) in 1934.
Perhaps reflecting its decline, the firm (including lasts, patterns, machinery, equipment, and good-will) was acquired by
the Stetson Shoe Company of South Weymouth , Massachusetts in 1934. The former Banister unit would be operated as
a separate division at the Massachusetts plant. In the following year, James B. and Albert L. Banister, George M. Denny,
and Frederick E. Young , acting as trustees in the dissolution of the James A. Banister Company, sold the Orange Street
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factory. The transaction covered "all personal property pertinent to or used in the operation of said premises (not
including , however, safes, desks and other office equipment), but including , without in anywise limiting the generality of
the expression, gas and electric fixtures , boilers, heaters, awnings, heating apparatus and radiators." The purchaser was
the Tung-Sol Lamp Works, Inc. (Essex County Deeds E76:370; Industrial Directory of New Jersey 1918,1927,1934;
Stetson Shoe Acquires Banister 1934; Essex County Deeds E89 52 and H89 526). The sale of the Orange Street
complex marked the end of the Banister family's ninety years of factory production of footwear in Newark.
Tung-Sol Lamp Works

Tung-Sol Lamp Works was a manufacturer of "metal radio tubes, flasher lamps and automobile lamps" at the time its
purchase of the Orange Street factory and plans to expand the complex were announced in 1935 (Sales In New Jersey
1935). The company had evolved from a small business, the Howard Miniature Lamp Company, started by Harvey
Wilson Harper and the brothers Herbert E. and Herbert C. Plass in New York City in 1904. At that time the Plass brothers
operated the Howard Electric Novelty Company, the electric Supply company, and the Savonoid Manufacturing Company,
all in New York City (Trow's Greater New York Business Directory 1902). In 1904 Harper had received a patent for a
"Machine for Making Incandescent-Electric-Lamp Bulbs," an apparatus that represented a significant improvement in the
production of such bulbs. An immigrant from England (he would be naturalized in 1943), Harper had been working with
miniature lamps (mainly for Christmas decorations, candelabras, telephone switchboards, and flashlights) since 1897. He
learned on the job, and by 1900 headed the miniature lamp department for his employer, General Electric. In 1907, the
Howard Miniature Lamp Company moved to 327 Academy Street in Newark, then relocated to East Orange by 1914.
Around this time the company began making automobile headlight bulbs as replacements for the gas and oil lights
previously used on vehicles, soon achieving a leading position in this business. Harper was forced to sell the company to
General Electric in 1916 to avoid that firm 's threat of a patent infringement lawsuit. He was employed at GE briefly, but in
th
1917 he incorporated the Howard Incandescent Lamp Corporation, which operated at 95 8 Avenue , Newark, through
1924. In 1918 the company had 255 employees (Harper 1904; Myers 1945; Newark City Directories 1908-1913, 1918
1924; Oranges City Directory 1914; Industrial Directory of New Jersey 1918; Electric Lamp Monopoly Charged 1922;
Harvey Harper of Lamp Firm Dies 1958).

D

In 1924, the Tung-Sol Lamp Works was incorporated in the State of Delaware, the new name deriving from the product,
th
an electric bulb with a tungsten filament. The new company, with Harvey Harper as President, occupied the 8 Avenue
factory in Newark and at this time began to experiment with radio tubes. As production expanded - there were 415
employees (75 male and 338 female) by 1927 - a larger facility became necessary. Harper announced ground would be
broken to expand and build a modern radio tube factory in 1929, but by 1933 he stated that though production had
expanded the company was still operating "very much below capacity" in the manufacture of incandescent lamps for
automobiles, which they produced for General Electric. The workforce had reached 680 (181 male and 499 female) by
1934 (Myers 1945; Industrial Directory of New Jersey 1927, 1934; New Radio Tube Factory 1929; Pay Is Increased By
More Concerns 1933; Plant Not on Capacity Basis 1933).
The majority of employees moved to the former Banister factory on Orange Street following Tung-Sol's 1935 purchase of
the complex. The facility had no less than 1,000 workers (150 male and 850 female) in 1938, and an additional 100 male
workers were reported by 1940. In that year Harper retired as President and became Chairman of the Board . In 1942,
Louis Rieben (Plant Manager and former Vice President) was listed as President. Sales had dropped oft, but recovery
was anticipated as the company moved into military production, especially of miniature radio tubes. The plant also
produced incandescent lamp bulbs, flashlight bulbs , and hot wire switches in 1943-44. Harvey Harper's son Donald A.
Harper had become the company's Vice President. Harvey Harper would continue as Chairman until his death in 1958 at
age 80 (Industrial Directory of New Jersey 1938, 1940-41, 1943-44; Dividends Equal Profit 1942; Harvey Harper of Lamp
Firm Dies 1958).
Louis Rieben would remain as President through 1959, then serve as Chairman of the Board until his retirement in 1961 .
He had started at the Howard Miniature Lamp Company as a 14-year-old "1 O-cents an hour office boy" and worked his
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way up. In 1954 he would insist that his company's success was attributable to its concentration on two products, lamps
and tubes (Bedingfield 1954). In addition to his expertise in strategic planning in a rapidly-evolving market, Rieben was
highly effective at obtaining financing for the company's expansion phases.
In 1945 a $1 million loan was secured for a post-war expansion program, and in 1946 the company listed another plant in
Brooklyn and also acquired an electronic tube plant in Pennsylvania that it had been operating under lease agreement for
war work . In 1951 the firm reorganized as Tung-Sol Electric Inc. It had plants in Weatherly and Boyertown, PA and in
Bloomfield, NJ in addition to the Orange Street factory, and sales offices in major cities throughout the US . Rieban
remained as President and Donald A Harper as Vice President, with M.R. Schulte listed as Plant Manager in these years.
The total work force had grown to 1,150 male and 3,450 female employees by 1952-53, but the number working at the
Orange Street plant is not known . The 1950 Sanborn Insurance Company map depicted the main building and power
house essentially the same as in1931 . A small1-story concrete block addition had been added within the L at the
northwest corner, and a narrow 1- and 2-story brick building had been added along the west side of the main building.
The old garage was now a "Lab" (Tung-Sol Borrows Million 1945; Tung-Sol Buys Tube Plant 1946; Industrial Directory of
New Jersey 1946, 1949, 1952-53; Sanborn Map Company 1950).
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A 1954 advertisement marking the firm's 50 th anniversary touted Tung-Sol's continuing leadership in the field of
automotive lamps, relating its participation in developing the all-glass sealed beam headlight, the "Autronic Eye" that
dimmed headlights on the approach of another car, and their pioneering of the directional flasher, a key component of
automobile signaling equipment. Shortly after developing the headlight lamp the company had also moved into the
production of electron tubes, which at mid-century accounted for the major volume of Tung-Sol sales. The tubes were
supplied to the radio and television industries, to the military, and to manufacturers of advanced electronic devices. Tung
Sol at 50 was a $40 million business, and was looking to the future in securing $5 million for an expansion program,
including a move into production of color television picture tubes. Although they reached pilot production of the color
tubes by 1955, Harper and Reiben announced that the cost of production was not warranted by the "limited market for
color television sets" at that time. Despite a drop in earnings (largely attributable to its investment in research and
development along with the higher costs of materials and labor) , the firm set a sales record in 1956 (A Look At The Past ...
1954; Tung-Sol Electric Plans A New Issue 1954; 1956 Tung-Sol Sales Set Record ... 1957).
Milton R. Schulte was named President in 1958 following Harvey Harper's death and Louis Rieben 's assumption of the
Chairmanship. The company's General Manager of the automotive products division was Frank J. Ehringer. Both Rieban
and Schulte would retire in 1963, Ehringer becoming President and CEO. The shake-up was due to poor operating
results in recent years, and a sharp decline in first-half profits for 1963. The closing of both the cathode ray operations
and the East Orange transistor plant contributed to excess costs (New President Picked By Tung-Sol Electric 1959;
Industrial Directory of New Jersey' 1962; Tung-Sol Ends Merger Talks With Purolator Products, Inc. 1963).
Tung-Sol Electric, Inc. , still producing electron and cathode ray tubes, incandescent lamps, signal flashers, and sealed
beams, and retaining Ehringer as President, was absorbed by Wagner Electric Corporation in 1966, and subsequently
that firm would be acquired by the Studebaker-Worthington Corporation. The Industrial Directory of New Jersey indicates
that Wagner Electric produced transformers, brakes and brake parts, miniature and sealed beam lamps, electroswitches,
etc. from 1968 through 1970, thereafter dropping electroswitches but adding flashers for directional signals, relays, silicon
rectifiers, and power supplies. The Orange Street factory continued in operation until Wagner sold the property to
Community Information Referral Services Inc. in 1976. As of 1989, the factory complex was still labelled on the Sanborn
map as Tung-Sol Electric Inc. (Lamp Wks.), manufacturers of auto bulbs & radio tubes. The property was owned by the
City of Newark for a number of years as a result of a tax lien foreclosure, and was purchased by the Domino
th
Manufacturing Corporation in 1999. Alterations to the Orange Street physical plant in the later 20 century were a circa
1960 small1-story concrete block building near the northwest corner of the main building and a post-1989 addition
connecting the main building and the power house. Although the property has a tenant, it is largely vacant (Industrial
Directory of New Jersey 1964-1977; E.C. Deeds 4149:562 , 4237:362, 4532 : 1055) .
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(Name), (City) , (County) County,

Common Label Information:
1.
James A. Banister Company
2.
Newark, Essex County, New Jersey
3.
Photographer: Rob Tucher
4.
Date: May 7, 2007 .
5.
Digital Images on file at the RBA Group, 7 Campus Drive , Suite 300, Parsippany, New Jersey, 07054.
DVD containing all images filed with New Jersey State Historic Preservation Office.
Photo No.1:
3690 View of building in context, from under 1-280. Non-contributing building on property is seen to the right
of the ma in building . Camera facing southeast.
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Photo No. 2:
3693 Oblique view of northeast elevation of building . Camera facing west.
Photo No.3:
3694 East corner of building along Orange Avenue. Camera facing west.

Photo No.4:
3695 Detail of east corner parapet, cornice, and top floor features . Camera facing west.

Photo No.5:
3696 Oblique view of southeast elevation, first and second floor fire escapes and general configuration of
lower floors. Camera facing west.
Photo No.6:
3702 Southwest elevation of the front main block, within the "L." Camera facing northeast.
Photo No.7:
3699 Oblique view of southwest elevation of the front main block and partial view of concrete block addition
and central tower. Camera facing north.
Photo No.8:
3698 Oblique view of southeast elevation , first and second floor fire escapes and general configuration of
lower floors . Camera facing north.
Photo No.9:
3700 Base of stack. Camera facing north.
Photo No. 10:
3701 One-story additions inside the main "L" of building. Camera facing northwest.
Photo No. 11:
3703 Lower floors of south rear corner of building . Camera facing north.
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(Name) , (City), (County) County,

Photo No.1 0:
3704 Oblique view of southwest and southeast elevations at rear of building, including rear tower. Camera
facing north.
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Photo No. 13:
3676 Southwest rear elevations of entire building . Camera facing northeast.

Photo No. 14:
3708 Southwest rear and northwest elevations of building . Camera facing east.
Photo No. 15:
3719 Northwest elevation of southern tower. Camera facing southeast.
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Photo No. 16:
3678 Oblique view of southern tower. Camera facing east.

Photo No. 17:
3706 Detail of top floors of southern tower. Camera facing north.
Photo No. 18:
3707 Detail of top floors of southern tower. Camera facing east.

Photo No. 19:
3720 Detail of top floors of southern tower. Camera facing southeast.

Photo No. 20:
3684 Oblique view of southern eight bays of northwest elevation of building . Camera facing south.
Photo No. 21:
3709 Oblique view of a small utility building inside the secondary northwest "L" of the building. Camera
facing northeast.
Photo No. 22:
3715 View of southeast front and southwest elevations of non-contributing five-bay garage on property.
Camera faCing north .
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Figure 1.
Setting of the James A. Banister CompanyfTung-Sol Lamp Works Factory. Source: Bing Maps 2014.
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Advertisement for Fenestra Steel Windowalls, featuring the Banister Shoe Company factory
on Orange Street, Newark. Detroit Steel Products Company 1920.
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Slightly inaccurate rendering of the James A. Banister Co. factory published in Folsom (1925).

Figure 4. Map showing Banister factory in 1926. Robinson et. al. 1926.
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Figure 6.

1931 Sanborn Map Company depiction of the James A. Banister Co. factory on Orange Street.
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Figure 7.

1950 Sanborn Map Company depiction of the Tung-Sol Lamp Works factory.
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Figure 8. Tung-Sol publication, 1954, showing the Orange Street, Newark factory at lower left.
Source: vintagetubeservices.com
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